
Weavers Guild of Kalamazoo, Inc.  

Guild Meeting MInutes 

November 11, 2013 
The meeting was called to order at 7:06 PM by president, Juanita Manning-Walsh.  She welcomed our guests and apologized for the slight 

delay in starting the meeting, due to a bit of technical problems, which were now straightened out. 

 

Website:  Jill Strobel shared the Website is back up running.   Jill requested that if amy member has trouble accessing, or using the site, to 

please immediately contact her, (269)207-7735, or Marta Williams (269)664-6646) with their problem. 

 

WAFA Sale:  Nancy Crampton, chairperson of the WAFA Sale pointed out: 

 This sale is the one fundraiser for the Weavers Guild of Kalamazoo, Inc.  It is a sale that needs a lot of cooperative effort setting up 

and during the sale. 

 The guild loom is accessible for Sale demoing, but it needs to be warped, so she asked for a volunteer to contact Nancy Frost if you 

can set up this loom. 

 Please set out the WAFA yard signs the Sunday of the week of the sale. 

 More metal shower hooks are needed for the sale.  If you have any the sale can borrow, please bring them to set up on Thursday. 

 WMUK will air a blurb, produced with Anne Mehring, Judy Southwell, and Marta Williams, about the WAFA Sale on November 

19 at 7:55 AM, 9:50 AM, and either 4:29 PM or 5:44 PM. 

 Regarding new sale tags:  Remember, only one tag can be showing on each sale item.  Personal or guild sale tags may be used.  

Tags from other guilds are NOT allowed.    

Scholarship: Anne Mehring shared that the Guild scholarship materials are up on our website and to please contact Anne Mehring if anyone 

has questions.  Anne encourages anyone thinking about taking a fiber related workshop this year to consider applying for a scholarship. 

WGK Bags are newly reduced in price.  They are now going for $7.00 a bag.  Anne pointed out that these bags would make a nice gift, and 

they hold a good amount of items, plus they have pockets.   Think Christmas gifts! 

 

FiberFest:  Juanita shared that FiberFest has contacted the guild and would like to know the names of those who will be demoing next 

August.  Ellen Colston will send names to them, so if you plan to demo at Fiber Fest, please let Ellen know as soon as possible. 

 

Juanita introduced our program, reminding the members our guild mission statement (called “Guild Objective” in our membership 

booklet) states  ...”We are united to teach, learn, and share with each other, and the community, our interest in and our knowledge of 

traditional and contemporary hand weaving and related textile arts.”   She stated that our program tonight, in addition to bringing us 

knowledge about a weaving program at Woods Edge, was a big part of our guild objective.  
 

She then introduced the speakers from Woods Edge Learning Center:  

 Pam Nyhof, who described their school and their weaving program, 

 Lori McGomery, who explained their relationship through KRESA to the State of Michigan and all the school districts in the 

Kalamazoo area.  Woods Edge is a school that services students from birth through the age of 26.  She also mentioned other 

educational offerings she oversees like Valley Center, the Young Adult Program.   Currently Woods Edge has 342 students, 

including 91 with Autism Spectrum Disorder. 

 A student, at Woods Edge, Billy and his Mother.   Billy has learned to weave there.  He is 20 years old and has autism.   

 

Next we were shown a video of Billy weaving.  He weaves very beautiful rugs.   Currently he is weaving 135 rugs for the victims of 

Hurricane Sandy.  His theme for this project is “Weaving Hope, One Rug at a Time.” 

 

As more people become aware of the rugs, many have requested he weave them some, so his mother is hopeful he will develop his own 

weaving business to be successful once he turns 26 and is no longer able to attend Woods Edge.   Woods Edge helped the family set up a 

loom in their family home.  It was suggested some of us could help set up the loom for him as he does not have the capability to do this part 

of the weaving.    

 

We ended the meeting by singing Happy Birthday to Billy, who will be 21 in a couple of weeks. 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 8:00 pm.. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Cathy McCarthy 
Cathy McCarthy 


